
Name: András Székány 

Date of birth 03.12.1945 (male). Born in Gyöngyös, Hungary 
Citizenship: Hungarian  
Permanent address:  1084 Budapest, Fecske u. 23, 7/2  

EU TAX ID: HU71788298 

Mobile phone +36 30 9021485, +36 31 784 2790 
E-mail: aszekany@upcmail.hu; aszekany@gmail.com; aszekany@t-online.hu 
Skype: a.szekany 

I can prepare best quality translations for you, mainly in the fields technics, industry, electricity, machines, instructions, 
descriptions, manuals.  

I use 

 
  

 

Provide also DTP services with  Publisher and  Visio. 

Academic education:   

Chartered economist, international trading business (1986 Külkereskedelmi Főiskola, Budapest) 

Chartered electrical engineer (1976 Kandó Kálmán Műszaki Főiskola, Budapest) 

Electricity engineering, (1967 “Hanno Günther” high school in the former GDR) 

Language command:   

 Hungarian (mother-tong) 
 English 
 German  

Computer skills:   

Word processing, translation tools, DTP, Spreadsheet, Internet / e-mail, business, presentations, web design and some 
development, Hardware  

CAT tools and IT skills :   

I use Trados Studio 2017, Across client, Catalyst, Transit client, memoQ 
Languages: HTML  
Operating systems and applications: MS Office, Win10 
Graphics applications: Gimp, MS Visio, MS Publisher 

Professional experience:   

As engineer: 

I have rich experiences in many different industries, many of them in the steel industry, cement plants, general 
site erection and, machine erection and commissioning. Further some international trade as procurement 
manager, banking & foreign exchange businesses. I have experiences in project management, mainly in the 
field work management within the frames of a company ERP system. My last project was to install GPS service 
into company cars (about 800) and connect those data from the cars into the company ERP and SAP accounting 
systems. 
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As a translator: 

From 1996 to 2002 I worked as an “in house” translator for the RWE owned electricity utility company in 
Hungary. Translated many thousand documents about every possible items, starting with the network 
technical statuses / issues and job accounting documents up to translating and preparing project 
documentation about workflow management, etc. In 2002 the E-Works made me back to engineer, and I had 
translation occasionally and again as a second job as freelancer. 

I worked from 1993 as a freelancer, from 1996 as the second employment until today. Since I am in pension 
since 2013, I am now a full time freelancing translator. I prepared documents among others like the  

websites of large German retails companies for technical goods (~ 800T words) 

technical descriptions of goods for retail stores and direct clients (~ 1000T words) 

complete plant descriptions, like the lime hydrate plant, then the coal grinder plant for a cement 
company (~ 800T words) 

descriptions and manuals for rubber mixer for different Hungarian plants (~ 500T words) 

descriptions and manuals for bottling and canning plants (~ 800T words) 

descriptions and manuals for palletizer, wrapper and strapper plant (~ 500T words) 

and countless other jobs 

I work as a freelancer translator for different agencies. See pls.: http://www.proz.com/translator/26869  

2000 – 2013: full time employed by the Hungarian electricity utility for Budapest and North-East Hungary ("ELMŰ" & "ÉMÁSz") 
as engineer.  

1987 -1992: DAM Rt (trade) (metallurgy industry in Miskolc): foreign trader, executive / top manager, chief engineer material 
procurement, (10 co-worker). 

Before 1987: Lenin Kohászati Művek (metallurgy industry - Miskolc), production / design / architecture, group coordinator / 
team leader, investment referent, project engineer, (5 co-worker). Earlier Villanyszerelőipari Vállalat (electricity site erection 
company / industry - Budapest) plant site commissioning team leader.  

 

I am sure to be able to supply you with best quality translations in the related technical fields.  

Budapest, 2016.11.04. 
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